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Abstract
December 1, 2014 marks five years since the EUCharter of Fundamental Rights was given full legal force
in EU law. Recent judgments in the UK indicate that national courts now readily acknowledge the role
of the Charter in domestic law. In this article we explore the progressive emergence of the Charter in
domestic case law against the backdrop of a growing debate over the role of European human rights law
in the UK. There are four points of note in the Charter case law: (i) the pre-eminence of immigration and
asylum cases, (ii) arguments as to the personal and material scope of the Charter; (iii) the Charter’s
application between private parties (horizontal effect); and (iv) the Charter’s relationship with the ECHR.
The article concludes that the future of the Charter is bound up in the more general question of Britain’s
relationship with the wider EU. However, there is much scope for judicial development of the law in years
to come.

1. Introduction
On December 1, 2014 the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights will have been in force for five years. The
Charter is a lengthy text that reflects the state of human rights law in the EU at the time of its initial
agreement on December 7, 2000.1 Brought about at the turn of the millennium, in part because of the EU’s
(then) inability to join the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), the Charter contains the rights
and freedoms of the Convention alongside more progressive expressions of human rights such as social
and economic rights.2 Although at first the Charter was not binding on the EU or its Member States, the
Member States agreed to afford the Charter full legal force with the coming into effect of the Lisbon
Treaty.3 In the face of domestic political opposition to the Charter, the Prime Minister, Tony Blair,
announced that he had secured an “opt-out” for the UK through a Protocol to the Lisbon Treaty. Mr Blair
declared it “absolutely clear that the Charter of Fundamental Rights is not going to be justiciable in British
courts or alter British law”.4

1 [2000] OJ C364/1 of December 18, 2000.
2De Búrca’s term, a “progressive consolidation”, is rather apt. See G. De Búrca, “The Domestic Impact of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights”

(2013) Irish Jurist 49, 51.
3For a more complete history, see D. Anderson QC and C.C. Murphy, “The Charter of Fundamental Rights” in A. Biondi, P. Eeckhout and S. Ripley

(eds), EU Law after Lisbon (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012).
4 “EU Leaders Agree on Reform Treaty”, BBC News June 23, 2007. However, recent documents released by the EU legal service suggest that in

the privacy of the European Council the UK government may have changed its mind and decided not to argue for an opt-out after all. See European
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The confusion over the accuracy of this statement reached its zenith in the aftermath of the judgment
in R. (on the application of AB) v Secretary of State for the Home Department last year.5 In ABMostyn J
decided that a failed asylum seeker was not subject to a risk of torture or inhuman or degrading treatment
following his deportation from the UK. The claimant argued, amongst other points, that the Secretary of
State breached art.7 of the Charter by causing private information to be disclosed to the authorities in the
recipient state, and that she breached art.8 of the Charter by failing to protect the claimant’s personal data.

In his dismissal of that claim Mostyn J candidly admitted surprise when he first read references to the
Charter in the claimant’s skeleton argument. He had been sure that the UK had “secured at the negotiations
of the Lisbon Treaty an opt-out from the incorporation of the Charter into EU law and thereby via operation
of the European Communities Act 1972 directly into our domestic law”.6 The purported opt-out was the
Poland-UK Protocol to the Lisbon Treaty (Protocol 30). However, despite Mr Blair’s statement, there is
little textual support for the claim that Protocol 30 amounts to an “opt-out”.7 It did not take long for the
question to be tested in court. In R. (on the application of NS) v Secretary of State for the Home Department
an asylum seeker in the UK sought judicial review of the decision to return them to Greece under the
Dublin II Regulation.8 In the earlier, and nowwell-known, case ofMSS v Belgium andGreece, the European
Court of Human Rights held that Greece could not guarantee to uphold Convention rights in its reception
of asylum seekers, and so it would be contrary to the Convention to return an asylum seeker to that Member
State.9 A key consideration in the UK litigation was whether the EU Charter was applicable and, if so,
whether the same outcome would obtain as in MSS v Belgium and Greece. At first instance Cranston J
held, in favour of the Secretary of State, that as a result of Protocol 30 the Charter did not apply in the
UK. However, before the Court of Appeal the Secretary of State sought to concede the Charter’s
applicability, and the Court made a preliminary rulings reference to the Court of Justice of the European
Union (CJEU). The CJEU held that “Protocol No 30 does not call into question the applicability of the
Charter in the United Kingdom” and that, rather than being an “opt-out”, the Protocol “explains” art.51
of the Charter.10NS was confirmation that, at least in respect of civil and political rights, the Charter is
applicable in British law.11

In AB, Mostyn J went on to describe the impact of the CJEU judgment in NS as follows:

“The constitutional significance of this decision can hardly be overstated. The Human Rights Act
1998 incorporated into our domestic law large parts, but by no means all of the European Convention
onHumanRights. Some parts were deliberatelymissed out by Parliament. The Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union contains, I believe, all of those missing parts and a great deal more.
Notwithstanding the endeavours of our political representatives at Lisbon it would seem that the
much wider Charter of Rights is now part of our domestic law. Moreover, that much wider Charter
of Rights would remain part of our domestic law even if the Human Rights Act were repealed.”12

These comments involve an unhelpful conflation of the Convention and Charter rights—although there
are overlaps the two instruments include different rights and have different material and personal scope.

Commission, “Note to President Barroso”MP/CL SJ(2007) JUR/55081, Brussels, June 21, 2007: “Following this morning’s meeting withMrs.Merkel,
it now seems that the UK opt out from the Charter is not going to be proposed to the Presidency. Reasons:—UK itself does not like it (opt out from
fundamental rights is hard to sell!!)—(risk of contagion—if UK, then Poland, then France … etc …)”. The document is available at: http://www
.citizenhouse.eu/images/stories/Ombudsman/4.03.2013/JUR20073.pdf [Accessed October 2, 2014].

5R. (on the application of AB) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2013] EWHC 3453 (Admin).
6AB [2013] EWHC 3453 (Admin) at [10].
7 See the useful survey of analysis in the literature in S. Peers, “The ‘Opt-Out’ that Fell to Earth: The British and Polish Protocol Concerning the

EU Charter of Fundamental Rights’ (2012) 12(2) Human Rights Law Review 375.
8R. (on the application of NS) v Secretary of State for the Home Department (C-411/10) [2013] Q.B. 102.
9MSS v Greece and Belgium [2011] 53 E.H.R.R. 2.
10NS [2013] Q.B. 102 at [117]–[121].
11Given the facts of the case the Court did not address art.1(2) of the Protocol—which may prove to be a more significant provision. See Anderson

and Murphy, “The Charter of Fundamental Rights” in A. Biondi, P. Eeckhout and S. Ripley (eds), EU Law after Lisbon (2012), pp.166–172.
12AB [2013] EWHC 3453 (Admin) at [14].
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Nevertheless, the judgment prompted a series of articles in London’s Evening Standard and, in turn, an
examination by the House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee of the application of the Charter
in the UK.13 The Committee has called for an amendment to the European Communities Act 1972 to
exclude the Charter’s application from UK law but the government has not expressed support for this
proposal at this time.14 The future of the Charter, it seems, is bound up in the more general question of
Britain’s relationship with the wider EU. In this article we explore the progressive emergence of the
Charter in the case law of the UK courts against the backdrop of a growing debate over the role of European
human rights law in the UK.

2. The Charter’s emergence in domestic case law
The judgments in both NS and AB indicate that the national courts now readily acknowledge the role of
the Charter in domestic law. Thus the Charter often proves to be one of several arguments available to
counsel in human rights cases that arise within the scope of EU law. These arguments are not always
successful. In United Kingdom Association of Fish Producer Organisations v Secretary of State for the
Environment Cranston J held that the decision to reduce fishing quotas held by members of English fish
producer organisations did not breach art.17 of the Charter—and nor did it defeat substantive legitimate
expectations, breach property rights under the ECHR, or operate discriminatorily.15 In RFU v Consolidated
Information Services the Supreme Court considered an order for disclosure of the identity of those touting
tickets for international rugby matches. The Court rejected an argument that the order breached the right
of protection of personal data under art.8 of the Charter.16 In a broad sense there are four points of note in
domestic case law on the Charter: (i) the pre-eminence of immigration and asylum cases, (ii) arguments
as to the personal and material scope of the Charter; (iii) the Charter’s application between private parties
(horizontal effect); and (iv) the Charter’s relationship with the ECHR.

(i) Pre-eminence of immigration and asylum cases
The national courts most frequently address the Charter in cases concerning immigration and asylum law.
In R. (on the application of Rostami) v Secretary of State for the Home Department an asylum seeker
sought permission to work during the protracted period that his claim for asylumwas under consideration.
He sought to argue that the restriction was a violation of the terms of the Reception Directive read together
with the Charter. However, Higginbottom J held that the Charter does not create new rights and that art.15
of the Charter, in particular, does not create a general right to work.17

In R. (on the application of AR (Iran)) v Secretary of State for the Home Department the Court of
Appeal examined an asylum claim by an Iranian national who had previously applied for asylum in
Belgium in 2003.18 The earlier application had been was refused in 2004 and the claimant returned to Iran.
He claimed to have then suffered recurrent persecution in Iran before travelling to the UK in 2011 and
making a new application for asylum. The Secretary of State considered that the case fell under the terms
of the Dublin II Regulation.19 The Regulation sets out rules for the allocation of asylum applications among
Member States. The Secretary of State asked Belgium to accept responsibility for the application because

13House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee, The Application of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights in the UK: A State of Confusion,
HC 979, April 2, 2014.

14Ministry of Justice, Government Response to the House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee Report, 43rd Report, 2013–14, HC 979, The
Application of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights in the UK: A State of Confusion, Cm 8915, July 2014.

15United Kingdom Association of Fish Producer Organisations v Secretary of State for the Environment [2013] EWHC 1959 (Admin).
16RFU v Consolidated Information Services [2012] UKSC 55.
17R. (on the application of Rostami) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2013] EWHC 1494 (Admin).
18R. (on the application of AR (Iran)) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2013] 3 C.M.L.R. 40.
19Council Regulation (EC) No.343/2003 of February 18, 2003 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining theMember State responsible

for examining an asylum application lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national (Dublin II Regulation).
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there was no evidence to substantiate the applicant’s account that he had returned to Iran from Belgium.
The applicant argued that such a request was a violation of art.41 of the Charter, which provides that in
matters relating to EU law there is a right to be heard “before any individual measure which would affect
him or her adversely is taken”.20

The Court of Appeal rejected the argument that the request had adversely affected the applicant’s
Charter rights. The decision was rational, given that the Dublin II Regulation presupposes that allocation
of an application to a Member State is not, of itself, determinative of the application.21 The decision in
NS, that transfer of asylum applicants to Greece may in some circumstances be impermissible, is an
exception to the ordinary operation of the Dublin II Regulation. Applicants for asylum do not, in general,
have an entitlement to choose between different Member States’ asylum systems.

The particular use of the Charter in immigration and asylum cases has also been found in Ireland.22

This may be as much a reflection of the problematic systems for asylum seekers in both jurisdictions as
it is an indication of the Charter’s potency.23 In broader terms the “area of freedom, security and justice”,
the EU policy field relating to internal security, is likely to continue to be one in which Charter litigation
will arise.24 The expansion of the Court of Justice’s jurisdiction over this field on December 1, 2014 may
also see an increase in preliminary rulings references to the Court. The triggering of the UK opt-out will
also increase the complexity of the law in this field.

(ii) The personal and material scope of the Charter
Two rather novel cases involving the Charter have sought to test the personal and material scope of the
instrument’s application in UK law. The two cases both involved individuals facing the death penalty in
third countries—in Zagorski the applicant was a US citizen facing the death penalty in that country whereas
in Sandiford the applicant was a British citizen facing the death penalty in Indonesia.25

In terms of the material scope of the Charter both cases made it necessary for the courts to consider
the meaning of art.51 of the Charter—a provision that states that the Charter applies to the Member States
“only when they are implementing Union law”. Despite the somewhat narrow language in the Charter
itself the Explanations to the Charter, which have strong persuasive authority, suggested that the broader
test relating to Member States acting “within the scope of Union law” is applicable.26 Both Zagorski and
Sandiford involved peculiar facts in this respect. In Zagorski the applicant sought to challenge a decision
of the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills to refuse to ban export of sodium thiopental,
a drug necessary for execution by lethal injection, to the US. EU law permits Member States to derogate
from a general Union prohibition on quantitative restrictions on exports.27 The question was whether the
Secretary of State was acting within the scope of EU law when refusing to derogate. The Court of Appeal
judgment concluded, in line with precedent, that the refusal to derogate was indeed within the material
scope of EU law and therefore the Charter may be applicable.

The question in Sandifordwas more complex. The applicant was a UK citizen facing the death penalty
in Indonesia following conviction for drug trafficking. She sought an order to require the Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs to make arrangements for adequate legal representation for her appeal to the

20Article 41 of the Charter.
21 S. Peers, EU Justice and Home Affairs Law 3rd edn (Oxford University Press, 2011), pp.360–363.
22De Búrca, “The Domestic Impact of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights” (2013) Irish Jurist 61.
23 “State has paid at least €30m to asylum-case barristers”, The Irish Times, August 11, 2014.
24D. Acosta Arcarazo and C.C. Murphy (eds), EU Security and Justice Law: After Lisbon and Stockholm (Hart Publishing, 2014).
25R. (on the application of Zagorski) v Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills [2010] EWHC 3110 (Admin); R. (on the application

of Sandiford) v Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs [2013] 1 W.L.R. 2938.
26Anderson and Murphy, “The Charter of Fundamental Rights” in A. Biondi, P. Eeckhout and S. Ripley (eds), EU Law after Lisbon (2012), p.165.

NoteWachauf v Germany (C-5/88) [1989] E.C.R. 2609; Elliniki Radiophonia Tileorassi AE (ERT) v Dimotiki Etairia Pliroforissis (DEP) (C-260/89)
[1991] E.C.R. I-2925.

27The UK law is the Export Control Act 2002 and EU Regulation 1061/2009.
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Indonesian Supreme Court.28 The Secretary of State, as a rule, does not provide such representation
notwithstanding strong opposition to the death penalty in UK foreign policy. A policy decision not to
provide financial assistance to UK citizens facing the death penalty in third countries could not, of itself,
engage EU law. Thus, the applicant sought to use the Framework Decision on Drug Trafficking to bring
the claim within the scope of EU law. The Framework Decision states that Member States shall take
measures to establish jurisdiction where, inter alia, “the offender is one of its nationals”.29 It also provides
that Member States may take a decision that it will not do so (or will not do so in certain circumstances)
where the offence is committed outside its territory.30 Such a decision must be made known to the General
Secretariat of the Council and Commission.31 The applicant made the claim that the Secretary of State’s
failure to make a decision in respect of these provisions nevertheless fell within the scope of EU law.

Lord Dyson MR disagreed. He held that the UK had neither taken a decision to exercise jurisdiction
in this case (demonstrable from the absence of an extradition treaty between Indonesia and the UK) nor
taken a decision not to exercise jurisdiction (as is made clear by the absence of a decision made known
to the Council and Commission). The failure to act was not sufficient to bring the case within the scope
of Union law. As a result the Charter was not applicable to the claim.32 The conclusion appears harsh—the
UK’s failure to take action to implement the Framework Decision allows it to escape the application of
the Charter.33 In some respects this aspect of the judgment is an example of the rule of law problems that
arise from the “framework decision”—a problematic measure throughout its decade-long existence as a
legislative instrument in EU law.34

Zagorski fell within the material scope of the Charter and Sandiford fell outside it. The converse was
the case in respect of personal scope. The claimant in Zagorski sought to place reliance on the Charter,
rather than the ECHR, because the latter requires Member States to “secure to everyone within their
jurisdiction the rights and freedoms” in the Convention.35 As a result of this clause the Convention does
not apply to a US citizen under detention in the US criminal justice system. The Charter, however, contains
no such explicit limitation. The applicant therefore sought to claim that he fell within the personal scope
of the Charter. The court did not agree. It drew on art.53(2) of the Charter, which provides that where
Charter rights correspond to Convention rights their meaning and scope shall be the same, although EU
law may provide more extensive protection.36 The claim in Zagorski was therefore deemed to fall outside
the personal scope of the Charter on a corresponding basis to its falling outside the personal scope of the
Convention. The alternative was that “the Charter would confer such rights on anyone, anywhere in the
world, regardless of whether they have any connection with the EU”.37

In Sandiford, in contrast, the Court held that the claimant had a clear connection with the EU as she
was a UK citizen. At first instance Aidan O’Neill QC was successful in his argument that the claimant’s
EU citizenship meant that she was within the personal scope of EU law. On appeal Lord Dyson MR also
accepted that the claim fell within the personal scope of the Charter on this basis. However, he then went
on to decide that the claimant did not fall within the personal scope of the ECHR. The Convention’s scope

28The claimant relied on various provisions of the Charter: art.1 on human dignity; art.2 on the right to life and the prohibition of the death penalty;
and art.47 on effective access to justice.

29Article 8(1)(a) of the Council Framework Decision 2004/754/JHA of October 25, 2004 laying down minimum provisions on the constituent
elements of criminal acts and penalties in the field of illicit drug trafficking (Framework Decision on Drug Trafficking).

30Article 8(2) of the Framework Decision on Drug Trafficking.
31Article 8(4) of the Framework Decision on Drug Trafficking.
32 Sandiford [2013] 1 W.L.R. 2938 at [24]–[30].
33 For a report on implementation see: European Commission, Report from the Commission on the implementation of Framework Decision

2004/754/JHA laying down minimum provisions on the constituent elements of criminal acts and penalties in the field of illicit drug trafficking,
COM(2009)669 final, Brussels, October 12, 2009.

34The framework decision was introduced as a legislative instrument by the coming into force of the Treaty of Amsterdam in 1999 and replaced
with the directive by the coming into force of the Lisbon Treaty in 2009. See art.34 of the Treaty on European Union as it was before the Lisbon Treaty.

35Article 1 of the ECHR.
36Article 53(2) of the Charter.
37 Zagorski [2010] EWHC 3110 (Admin) at [73].
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is, in most cases, subject to a territorial limit (as Zagorskimakes clear). This limit may be extended where
aMember State exerts authority and control outside of its territory.38Although this might in some instances
apply to the provision of consular assistance the Court of Appeal held that this was not the case in Sandiford.
This point has since been upheld on appeal to the Supreme Court.39

The applicant is left in the rather unfortunate position that she is outside the personal scope of the
Convention and inside the personal scope of the Charter but outside of its material scope. How was it
possible for the Convention to act as a limit on the personal scope of rights in Zagorski and not in Sandiford?
One possible answer is that the rights in Sandiford were not ones that correspond to Convention rights
and therefore they fall outside the scope of art.53(2) of the Charter. This would suggest that there could
be broader personal scope for Charter rights that do not correspond to Convention rights than those that
do. Such a situation might be unsatisfactory on several grounds, not least in terms of the clarity and
consistency of the law, already a recurring problem with the Charter. Another possible answer is that it
is the specific rights at issue in Sandiford that attract broader protection under the Charter (than the
Convention). In general, on this construction, those outside the scope of the Convention will also be outside
the scope of the Charter (in respect of Charter rights with Convention equivalence) unless they hold EU
citizenship and are seeking consular assistance. A broader construction may have significant impact on
the obligations of the EU and its Member States towards EU citizens in third countries.

These questions as to personal and material scope are more than mere curiosities. They determine who
may rely upon the Charter, against the EU and the Member States, and in what circumstances they may
do so. At a constitutional level the question affects the balance of competences between the EU and its
Member States—and the respective spheres of influence of the CJEU and national courts. It is therefore
not surprising that it is not just the national courts that are struggling with the question—so too did the
CJEU itself in its recent judgment in Åkerberg Fransson.40 As the UK government will continue to review
the balance of competences between the EU and its Member States in the coming year, it is likely that
Zagorski, Sandiford and Akerberg Fransson will remain judgments of interest.

(iii) Horizontal application of the Charter (Benkharbouche)
The boundaries of human rights law are also open to question along the public-private divide.41 The
question as to whether Convention rights apply between private parties under the Human Rights Act has
already divided Britain’s highest court.42A similar question now faces the courts in respect of the horizontal
effect of the EU Charter. The case of Benkharbouche v Embassy of Sudan involved two employment
disputes—one between Ms Benkharbouche (a Moroccan national) and the Sudanese Embassy and the
other between Ms Janah (also a Moroccan national) and the Libyan embassy.43 At first instance the
employment tribunal in both cases found that the claims fell foul of the State Immunity Act 1978. The
tribunals held that the provisions of that Act may violate art.6 of the ECHR, but also held that they could
neither interpret it in a manner compatible with the Convention, nor issue a declaration of incompatibility.

The Employment Appeals Tribunal (EAT) came to a different conclusion—albeit on the basis of EU
law. The EAT accepted the employment tribunals’ decisions in respect of the Convention and the Human
Rights Act. However, the former employees also made “avowedly a ‘fallback’ argument” on the basis of
EU law.44 Langstaffe J set out that art.47 of the Charter corresponds to art.6 of the ECHR and took note

38 See the discussion in Sandiford [2013] 1 W.L.R. 2938 at [33]–[48].
39R. (on the application of Sandiford) v Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs [2014] UKSC 44.
40 In Aklagaren v Fransson (C-617/10) [2013] 2 C.M.L.R. 46 the CJEU took a very broad approach to the material scope of the Charter in its response

to a preliminary reference from Sweden on the question of the principle of ne bis in idem. For discussion, see J. Reestman and L.F.M. Besselink,
“Editorial: After Åkerberg Fransson and Melloni” [2013] E.C.L Review 169.

41 See G. Phillipson and A. Williams, “Horizontal Effect and the Constitutional Constraint” [2011] 74(6) Modern Law Review 878.
42 YL v Birmingham City Council [2007] UKHL 27.
43Benkharbouche v Embassy of Sudan UKEAT/0401/12/GE; UKEAT/0020/13/GE Judgment, October 13, 2013.
44Benkharbouche , UKEAT/0401/12/GE; UKEAT/0020/13/GE Judgment, October 13, 2013 at [43].
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of the direction in art.52(3) of the Charter that the former should have the same meaning and scope as the
latter.45 He also took note of the Supreme Court decision in Rugby Football Union as to the effect of the
Charter in national law.46 The key question was therefore whether the Charter’s effect extends to litigation
between private parties. To answer this question Langstaffe J drew on the decision of the CJEU in
Kücükdeveci to hold that “general principles of EU law (and therefore EU fundamental rights) can have
horizontal direct effect, although the specific provisions of Directives cannot in themselves do so”.47 His
conclusion was that the provisions of the State Immunity Act, insofar as they would prevent the appellants
from bringing claims within the scope of the Race Discrimination Directive and the Working Time
Directive, were contrary to EU law and must be disapplied. At the time of writing the appeal was pending
before the Court of Appeal.

It is unfortunate that the EAT did not make clear whether it was the Charter itself that was being given
horizontal effect, or the general principles of EU law, or the directives, or some combination of the three.
The same problem is unfolding before the Court of Justice. Kücükdeveci held that general principles of
EU law that find expression in directives could have horizontal effect. A subsequent judgment inAssociation
de Médiation Sociale held that there are rights and principles in the EU Charter that may have horizontal
effect in certain circumstances. However, in that case, the employment rights in art.27 of the Charter were
not given such horizontal effect.48 The distinction between Kücükdeveci and Association de Médiation
Sociale is neither clear nor convincing although one basis for the distinction may be that between civil
and political rights (Kücükdeveci) and social and economic rights (Association de Médiation Sociale).
The ambiguity in EU law means there is potential for the British courts to shape the development of the
law not just in the UK but across Europe. The judgment of the Court of Appeal is therefore much
anticipated.

(iv) The relationship with the ECHR
The relationship between the Charter and the ECHR already arose above in Zagorski, Sandiford, and
Benkharbouche, in respect of the Charter’s personal scope.49 It is clear from recent evidence of Lord
Goldsmith to the European Scrutiny Committee that the Charter was intended, by and large, to use the
ECHR as a floor, if perhaps not as a ceiling.50 Although in Zagorski the Convention was used to limit the
personal scope of the Charter, in Benkharbouche the stronger remedy under the European Communities
Act 1972 in comparison to the Human Rights Act 1998 came to the appellant’s assistance. This question
arose once more in the sensitive field of prisoners’ voting rights in Chester—appeals by two prisoners to
the UK Supreme Court in which judgment was given on October 16, 2013.51 In Chester the lead appellant
(Mr Chester) sought to rely on both the ECHR and EU law whereas Mr McGeoch’s appeal was solely on
the basis of EU law.

Lord Mance gave the leading judgment. No new ground was broken in respect of Convention rights.
Although the AttorneyGeneral sought to persuade the SupremeCourt to depart from the relevant Strasbourg
case law, in particular Hirst v United Kingdom (No.2),52 he was unsuccessful. Lord Mance set out that the
European Court of HumanRights was unlikely to accept the UK’s complete disenfranchisement of prisoners

45Benkharbouche, UKEAT/0401/12/GE; UKEAT/0020/13/GE Judgment, October 13, 2013 at [43]–[44].
46Benkharbouche, UKEAT/0401/12/GE; UKEAT/0020/13/GE Judgment, October 13, 2013 at [48]–[49].
47Benkharbouche, UKEAT/0401/12/GE; UKEAT/0020/13/GE Judgment, October 13, 2013 at [63]. See Kücükdeveci v Swedex GmbH & Co KG

(C-555/07) [2010] I.R.L.R. 346.
48Association de mediation sociale v Union locale des syndicats CGT (AMS) (C-176/12) [2014] 2 C.M.L.R. 41. See C.C. Murphy, “Using the

Charter of Fundamental Rights against Private Parties after Association de Médiation Sociale” [2014] E.H.R.L.R 169.
49This subject has been of interest to human rights lawyers across Europe for some time. See, e.g. N. Mole, “Editorial: The Complex and Evolving

Relationship Between the European Union and the European Convention on Human Rights” [2012] E.H.R.L.R 363.
50Although note how in Zagorski the Convention effectively served to limit the scope of application of Charter rights.
51R. (on the application of Chester) v Secretary of State for Justice [2013] UKSC 63. For a briefing as to the state of play, see I. White and A. Horne,

“Prisoners’ Voting Rights”, House of Commons Library SN/PC/01764, August 6, 2014.
52Hirst v United Kingdom (No.2) (2005) 42 E.H.R.R. 849; Scoppola v Italy (No.3) (2012) 56 E.H.R.R.
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and therefore there was “on this point no prospect of any further meaningful dialogue between United
KingdomCourts and Strasbourg”.53As such, the UK lawwas in violation of the Convention. Nevertheless,
the Court was unwilling to issue a further declaration of incompatibility because an additional grant of
the discretionary remedy would have no further impact on the law.54

The two prisoners also argued that the denial of a vote in local as well as Scottish and European
Parliamentary elections was a breach of their rights under EU law. Mr Chester relied on EU law prior to
the coming into force of the Lisbon Treaty but Mr McGeoch, in contrast, was able to rely on EU law after
Lisbon, including the full effect of the Charter. Nevertheless, Lord Mance rejected all EU law claims. The
first finding was that Scottish Parliament elections, being neither for a municipal legislature nor the
European Parliament, fell outside the scope of EU law. However, this still left the question of the appellants’
voting rights in municipal and European elections.

The central plank of the appellants’ case was that European Court of Human Rights’ jurisprudence, as
applied to Union voting rights, made their disenfranchisement contrary to EU law. Lord Mance turned to
two earlier CJEU decisions to consider the relationship between the Convention law on voting rights and
EU law. In Spain v United Kingdom the Court had to address a decision to grant voting rights to non-EU
citizens in municipal and European elections in Gibraltar.55 In Eman and Sevinger the Court was concerned
with a decision to refuse voting rights to Dutch citizens in Aruba.56 Lord Mance’s judgment notes that in
neither case did the CJEU choose to incorporate the broad Strasbourg jurisprudence on art.3 Protocol 1
on voting rights into EU law.57 Furthermore, he did not view the Lisbon Treaty as altering this position.
Neither case could be said to be analogous to prisoners’ arguments for their voting rights. In addition, the
conclusion that the absence of evidence of incorporation of ECHR jurisprudence is evidence of the absence
of such incorporation is not wholly convincing.

Nevertheless, Lord Mance was of the view that EU law does not confer an individual right to vote (as
per European Court of Human Rights case law) and that the appellants could not engage the general
principle of non-discrimination in EU law to create one.58 Even if the contrary were correct, the only
remedy that the Supreme Court would be in a position to offer would be a declaratory remedy. To do
more, in Lord Mance’s view, would usurp the position of the legislature, something the Court was not
willing to do, not least in favour of appellants that the legislature would likely choose to disenfranchise
in any future legislation.59

The appeals in Chester were largely decided on the basis of the EU Treaty provisions rather than the
Charter. The right to vote in European and municipal elections can be found in arts 39 and 40 of the Charter
respectively. The Explanations to those Articles state that the rights are based on those found in the Treaties
and, in accordance with art.52(2) of the Charter, such rights “shall be exercised under the conditions and
within the limits defined by those Treaties”. On this basis Lord Mance’s conclusion that the Charter’s
coming into force does not impact upon these cases appears reasonable. A contrary case might also be
made. Lord Mance’s claim that there is no general right to vote but rather a prohibition on discrimination
against citizens of other EU Member States overlooks the general declaratory tone of the Charter. It is
indeed possible that art.52(2) is the final word on the interpretation of arts 39 and 40 of the Charter. But
it is also arguable that art.52(3) of the Charter might play a role and that a preliminary reference to the
Court of Justice would have led to a different outcome.60

53Chester [2013] UKSC 63 at [34].
54Chester [2013] UKSC 63 at [42].
55 Spain v United Kingdom (C-145/04) [2006] E.C.R. I-7917.
56Eman and Sevinger v College van Burgemeester en Wethouders van den Haag (C-300/04) [2006] E.C.R. I-8055.
57Chester [2013] UKSC 63 at [56]–[58].
58Chester [2013] UKSC 63 at [69].
59Chester [2013] UKSC 63 at [72].
60Note in this regard the broad scope of EU citizenship law as applied in Ruiz Zambrano v Office National de l’Emploi (C-34/09) [2011] E.C.R.

I-1177.
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It is somewhat remarkable that the concurring opinions of Lady Hale and Lords Clarke and Sumption
did not address the EU law questions. This decision not to engage with a significant part of the appellant’s
case, Lord Mance’s statements on remedies, and his explicit ruling out of a reference to the CJEU, all
suggest that the Court sought to strictly remove EU law from an already contentious politico-legal debate.
It would appear that the Court was concerned that the appellants’ reliance on EU law might enable them
to force the hand of a government (and a Parliament) which has put up strong resistance to pressure from
the European Court of Human Rights to extend the franchise to at least some prisoners. The judgment
may therefore speak more to the Court’s cautious approach to questions about Britain’s relationship with
the EU than to the role of the Charter itself.

3. Conclusion: The Charter, Britain, and the EU
In light of the peculiar facts and the innovative arguments in some of the above cases, it is perhaps
unsurprising that there remains much uncertainty about the role of the Charter in national law. Indeed,
the same observation could be made about the Charter’s role in the law of the Union itself. Thus, in
response to recent judgments the House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee undertook an
examination of the Charter’s role in national law, and sought to lay the debate as to the legal effects of
Protocol 30 to rest. Several witnesses from practice and the academy assisted the Committee’s
inquiry—perhaps none more influential than Lord Goldsmith—whose views form an entire chapter in the
final report.61

That report accepts the academic consensus that Protocol 30 is not an opt-out from the Charter and
was “designed for comfort rather than protection”.62 The report also holds that the Charter has direct effect
in the UK, with supremacy over national law, and can therefore be used to interpret and enforce EU law
within the scope of EU law itself.63 Although the Committee accepts that the Charter does not include new
rights, or afford the EU new competences, it does note that the Charter will “affect how pre-existing EU
fundamental rights and principles are applied”.64 In particular, the Committee expresses concern that there
is uncertainty about the Charter’s affect on litigation in respect of: the role of general principles of EU
law, the Charter’s material scope, its consistency with the ECHR, the question of horizontality, and the
roles of the CJEU and the national courts.65 The Committee’s somewhat drastic response to these
uncertainties was to recommend that the UK enact a unilateral opt-out of the Charter “by way of amendment
to the European Communities Act 1972 to exclude, at least, the applicability of the Charter in the UK”.66

In its response the government notes:

“The Government has an overarching duty to comply with the law, including international law and
treaty obligations. As long as the UK is a member of the European Union, it has a duty to implement
all EU law that applies to it. Any decision to unilaterally disapply legislation, including the Charter
which has the same status as the Treaties, would no doubt have political, legal and diplomatic
consequences.”67

The Charter’s ongoing effect in national law is now likely to be subject to any developments in the
relationship between the UK and the EU after the next general election. Whatever political developments
the next five years may hold for both EU law and human rights law, it seems unlikely that less complexity

61House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee, see fn.13 above, Ch.2.
62House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee, see fn.13 above, para.141.
63House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee, see fn.13 above, paras 146–149.
64House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee, see fn.13 above, paras 150–154.
65House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee, see fn.13 above, paras 155–167.
66House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee, see fn.13 above, para.172.
67Ministry of Justice, see fn.14 above, p.18.
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will be one of them. As such there is much potential for courts to play a strong role by clarifying the impact
of the Charter on EU law—and the law of its Member States.
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